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By James T. Graham, EAA 1227



great deal has been written about fiberglas, but A so far very little about its use in homebuilt aircraft. This is an unfortunate situation as fiberglas is such a wonderful material for home workshop usage. As you know the "Tin Bender" is a booster for all metal construction. However, I feel that for non-structural fairings, fiberglas has many advantages such as: ease of fabrication of complex shapes, light weight,



FIBERGLAS The glass cloth to use is grade 181 or 182 which is a satin weave. This weave gives good strength in all directions, forms well over curved surfaces, saturates easily with resin and does not show the weave pattern through in the finished surface of the laminate. This grade of cloth is generally specified for government work



as it is far superior to plain "basket" weaves or matting. The cloth was cut out on the bias to give maximum



strength and resilience. We therefore built all our rud-



drape so that the form could be covered completely with



der, stabilizer and wing tips of this material. The following is a step by step run down on the building of the



one seamless piece. To cut on the bias, a rough rectangular pattern was determined by measuring the form and then this shape was cut from the cloth with the sides of the pattern at a 45 deg. angle with the sides of the



rudder tip. To start, a drawing was made giving the outline of the top of the rudder with typical cross-sections. From the drawing a soft pine form block was made. This form



included the rudder tip area with an additional two inches added on below the tip trim line.



bolt of the cloth. The material was then carefully worked by hand to conform to the shape of the wood. By stretching the



cloth lengthwise, the excess gathering along the sides was greatly reduced. The remainder of the gathers were worked out by pulling down on the material. It is at this point that the extra two inches of form came into play as all gathers could be worked down to this area and pinned in place all around. The second layer was applied and pinned in place over the first. The beauty of this



181 weave was very evident at this point as you could see how the cloth was able to "flow" to eliminate wrinkles. Fig. 2 is a picture taken at this point.



Next came the application of the resin. Either epoxy or polyester resin could have been used as it makes very little difference for this application. Availability or price will generally decide this one for you. While



epoxys are a little better we used a polyester "boat" resin obtained locally. About half a pint of resin was mixed and applied with a one inch wide dime store paint brush. The brush Figure 1



After sawing to outline, the form was shaped to the cross section templates using conventional woodworking tools. Allowance was made for the thickness of the fiberglas by making the form 3/64 in. undersize all around.



The finished form was then sanded smooth, given two coats of orange shellac and finish sanded to cut the raised grain. To assure proper removal of the fiberglas from the form, a parting agent must be used on the form. For safety, a "double parting" was used consisting of a heavy, hand rubbed coat of Johnson's traffic wax, a brushed on layer of parting agent and another coat of wax applied after the parting agent had dried overnite. The parting agent used was a liquid which comes ready for brushing or may be thinned with alcohol for spraying. On drying, a thin film is formed. Care should be used to protect this film from moisture which will soften it and cause sticking. These parting agents are generally pigmented with dark blue color to make the film visible and to show up air bubbles in the fiberglas. After waxing, the form was then set up in a workbench vise ready for the cloth as shown in Fig. 1. 12
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Figure 2



bristles were trimmed to about ¥2 in. in length to stiffen them. The resin was poured over the cloth slowly and brushed around and worked into the two layers of cloth. As the resin soaked into the glass, the saturated areas became transparent showing the dark blue color of the parting agent underneath. Air bubbles and unsaturated areas showed up as milky white patches requiring more resin and brushing. With everything saturated and no



fiberglas under the heads of the screws. Fig. 3 shows the



tip in place with the black tape showing thru under the



screw heads. This completes the installation of the tip. The other tips were handled in exactly the same manner using different forms where necessary. Fig. 4 pictures another interesting use for fiberglas using the epoxy type resin which bonds well to metal. It was used to anchor the feet of assembly jigs to the cement floor. These bonds made alignment very easy and held up amazingly well. In fact when dismantling the wing jig, the bonds had to be chiseled apart breaking out a thin layer of the face of the concrete. Figure 3



white spots showing, we waited until the resin on the



form began to gel before mixing up another small batch of resin. This second batch was then brushed over the form to give a resin rich top layer for finishing later.



After an overnite cure at room temperature, the



pins were pulled out and the laminate was carefully pried off the form.



I have avoided discussing the various types of resins and sources of supplies because most of the materials mentioned are available locally or by mail order. The 181 or 182 grade cloth will probably be the only difficult item. If you're stumped, one place to write for materials is: Cadillac Plastics & Chemical Co. 15111 2nd Ave. Highland Park 3, Mich. A



Next a careful trimming and fitting job was necessary



to fit the tip to the rudder. A hack saw or coping saw does a good job of cutting fiberglas as the fine teeth



won't fracture the resin too much. With the excess material trimmed off, the tip was



placed back on the form for block sanding to remove all bumps and brush marks. Care was used here to avoid cutting into the glass with the sanding. After sanding, the tip was primed inside and out to minimize water absorption.



To install the tip, aluminum lap strips were riveted



inside the top of the rudder so that the tip could be screwed to these strips with the outside surface of the fiberglas flush with the rudder. Sheet metal screws were used for fastenings with oversized holes in the fiberglas. The aluminum strips were padded with a few layers of black vinyl electricians tape to prevent crushing the



Figure 4



Sailplane Made From Old Aeroncas The sailplane in the accompanying photos looks like a professionally designed job, but actually it was assembled from old airplane components! Called the Kennedy-Watson, it was built of about 75% aircraft parts. From the wing back it is a narrowed-down Aeronca Chief fuselage with stock tail, and the wings are from an Aeronca K. The stabilizers are cut down from Taylorcraft parts. An Aeronca K wheel is fitted under the fuselage, and spoilers two feet long and three inches wide were installed just behind the front spar and inboard of the ailerons.



With a span of 33 ft. 3 in. and empty weight of 390 Ibs., it attains a gliding ratio of 16-to-l and sinking speed of four feet per second. Built by Harold Kennedy and Floyd Watson, with help from Jim Johnson, all of Dodge



City, Kans., it has made many fine flights and handles



very nicely. Kennedy operates a spray service and has been flying since 1936. It is planned to build new wings of 40-ft. span, with Gottingen 549 airfoil, in hopes of improving soaring ability.
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FIBERGLAS 

To start, a drawing was made giving the outline of the top of ... the drawing a soft pine form block was made. This form .... These bonds made alignment very easy.
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Fiberglas For Aviation 

in as brief terms as possible, some of the properties and uses of polyester resin and fiberglas cloth. These two go hand in hand, and when I speak of fiberglas, ...
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Making Fiberglas Tanks 

First off, of course, is the fiberglas cloth. ... resin and hardener you will need to lay up the glass cloth .... mix some resin and fill the lightening holes until there is a ...
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Building a Fiberglas Fuel Tank 

Building A Fiberglas Fuel Tank. By Harold J. Burrell, EAA 12555. 1209 Salem Street, Aurora, Colo. I WAS AT A LOSS to find a fuel tank of the shape, size.
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